Overview

Combining personalized service and a strategic view of technology keeps ODW Logistics in a leadership position. This innovative 3PL continually looks for new ways to increase productivity, drive down costs and provide better value for their customers. Their strategic view in warehouse management system selection provides the necessary foundation.

The Challenge

As ODW was reviewing their strategy for supporting business growth, a number of associated goals were considered as well. Could warehouse staff ergonomics, awareness and safety be increased while also increasing productivity and accuracy? How could the latest hands-free, eyes-free processes and technology be implemented while still providing a quick learning curve? And if less paperwork meant less clutter and more efficiency, then was a paperless operation the ultimate solution?

Both RF and voice solutions were considered, but the challenges faced by ODW were more conducive to a voice solution. Requirements for a voice-based solution included real-time updates, throughput that supported ODW’s substantial order volume and “integration without middleware.”

The Solution

When the research was concluded, Inther, a Netherlands-based company, was selected as the voice supplier of choice.

“One of our voice solution requirements was ‘integration without middleware.’ The Codeworks WMS gave us more flexibility in selecting a vendor, since its standard features include support for voice technology.”

Jon Petticrew, Vice President of Operations

Codeworks was pleased to be involved in the first U.S.-based installation with ODW, and no middleware was required. Why? Integration capabilities for voice system are included in the standard features of the Codeworks WMS solution.

Codeworks has been a long-term partner of ODW, providing the full-featured and fully-integrated Warehouse and Distribution Logistics System called “WDLS.” And being a “one-stop shop” for products and services ranging from business consulting to software, installation, training and support has proven to be a winning combination.
Codeworks began by providing analysis and consulting services that helped ODW select a voice vendor. Next, a transactional-level interface was deemed optimal, allowing for centralized control and visibility of all warehouse operations, whether or not they were voice-enabled. A Codeworks-designed “traffic cop” directed the transactions and response to and from the voice system.

The interface leveraged the warehouse management system capabilities of intelligently assigning picks, directing replenishments and integrating cycle counting of locations. The interface also automatically posted detailed transaction data for data mining. Operational tendencies and performance data became readily available for supervisor access and KPI reporting. The tight integration and ongoing support ensured an on-time, on-budget project delivery in about three months time.

One strength of the solution is how easily it replicates to additional operations. Once the voice equipment is available, updating a few simple account settings in the WMS are all that is needed to use voice on another account or in another facility. In fact, you can intermix voice, RF, and paper picking within an account. All this is managed by the operations team with no additional WMS implementation costs.

Dependable products and support services from Codeworks provide rock-solid operations with the flexibility to expand to meet future needs.

The Results

In providing a one-of-a-kind solution, Codeworks, ODW and Inther were able to reduce order cycle times, significantly reduce training time and help ODW become more cost-effective.

Overall productivity increased by 28% with some functions experiencing improvements in productivity of up to 50%. The voice technology provided by Inther and an exceptional warehouse management system from Codeworks prove that actions still speak louder than words.

“With the help of Codeworks’ systems and staff helping to implement these changes, we gained an additional 20% improvement in productivity.”

Larry Landtiser, General Manager, Strategic Customer Operations

About Us

Since 1995, Codeworks has helped Third-Party Logistics providers grow their logistics business and exceed diverse customer expectations. More than just a software provider, we are a 3PL business solutions specialist, offering business consultation, comprehensive software solutions, seamless integration, training and ongoing support to clients nationwide. Every day, our solutions process tens of thousands of orders, ship many tons of freight and manage millions of square feet of warehouse space.

We also make it easy for our current and future customers to keep up-to-date on industry news, trends and tips with our quarterly e-newsletters, delivered right to your Inbox. Timely and concise, it’s just what you’d expect from a true business partner.

Codeworks offers web-based demonstrations of our products from the comfort of your office. We welcome the opportunity to discuss how we can help optimize your operation, substantially improve your competitive advantage and deliver the capability to win new business.